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Operational efficiency
- Navigating in the field
- Sharing location information
- Provide data for mapping & GIS

Safety & security
- Knowing where you are at all times
- Reporting your current location
- Evacuating to a safe location

GPS is a valuable tool for...



Doing the right thing in the wrong place is often a waste of time.

Finding your way may be very difficult in unknown terrain, at 
night, using bad maps.

Navigation must be a routine in order not to delay or interrupt 
the main tasks and in case of emergency.

Why training is important...



- Setup the GPS correctly
- Save a waypoint
- Navigate to a saved waypoint
- Exchange waypoints with others
- Download waypoints and tracks to a computer

You need to know how to...







N   55.67642°
E 012.58032°



N   55.67642°
E 012.58032°

Geographic coordinates



N   55.67642°
E 012.58032°

N   55° 40.585'
E 012° 34.819'

0.67642 * 60 = 40.585  
0.58032 * 60 = 34.819

Decimal degrees
(degrees)

N   55° 40' 35.1''
E 012° 34' 49.2''

0.585 * 60 = 35.1
0.819 * 60 = 49.2

Decimal minutes
(degrees, minutes)

Decimal seconds
(degrees, minutes, seconds)

expressing the decimal degree as
minutes of angle (arcminutes)

 expressing the decimal minute as 
seconds of angle (arcseconds)



Learning by doing!

Exercise



UTM

32 V 0487400E
  6302400N



- Use the same datum as your colleges when exchanging waypoints.
- Use the datum indicated on your map.
- If in doubt use the general datum WGS-84

Datums



Functional errors
- Blocking of GPS signals, eg. buildings or tree canopy
- Unable to initialize
- Low battery
- Hardware problems

Accuracy errors
- Poor coverage (poor sight to the sky)
- Multipath (reflections from hillsides, buildings etc.)
- Wrong position format
- Datum error

GPS error sources



Google Earth
earth.google.com
Viewing waypoints and tracks. Saving as 
GPX or KML

OpenStreetMap
www.openstreetmap.org
Free detailed maps, often updated during 
disasters.

GPSBabel
www.gpsbabel.org
Offline download and conversion of waypoints 
and tracks. Supports Garmin, GPX, KML.

GeoConvert
www.cetus.dk/geoconvert
Convert between geographic coordinates 
and UTM. View the result on a map.
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Presentation & handouts available at
http://kjen.dk/download

- GPS system, equipment, error sources
- Coordinate systems & datums
- Setting up the GPS
- Saving a waypoint
- Navigating to a waypoint
- Exchanging waypoints with others
- Download waypoints and tracks to a computer

Kjeld Jensen <kj@kjen.dk>
PhD student
University of Southern Denmark
Red Cross IT & Telecom ERU delegate
First Aid Instructor

Hopefully you didn’t get lost!

Topics covered in this lecture
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